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Casthalia Fintech



Overview

Casthalia Fintech is a Swiss 

based firm aimed at providing 

financial and managerial 

consultancy in new 

technologies applied to 

wealth management at tech.



Background

Who we serve? 

Asset Management Companies
Wealth Managers 

What do we do?

We act as a qualified and 
regulated interlocutor for 

anyone who needs 
consulting and wealth 

management services using  
financial technologies.

Our Presence

Launching from Ticino, Switzerland we 
will gradually spread our branches 

across Swiss cities.



Mission

Vision

Offer solutions to create sustainable and 
growing value for our client and partners

To grow as a trusted name and a local 
leader in the technological wealth 
management industry.



THE PROBLEMS 

Huge Workload

Low margins due to overload of work 
by European and local regulators

Increasing costs 

Their huge dependability on 
traditional banking system and 

compliance, thus huge costs involved

Net profit is decreasing due to:. 

The exorbitant costs that wealth managers are facing is slowing their growth due 

to increasing competition from their technology enabled peers.



HOW WE SOLVE THE PROBLEMS 

Casthalia offers a variety of services designed 

specifically for asset managers to help them 

grow stronger, save money and improve their 

customer experience

Casthalia caters to the fintech needs of its 

clients and business partners, looking for Asset 

and wealth management or seeking business 

advice

Cut down all the 
unnecessary costs

1) Use last generation
platforms and custodians 
that allows you to digitize

processes.
2)Use of reliable & 

advanced technology and UI

Our technology will bring 

down asset management costs 

by 45% 



Independence

With innovative investment platforms you 

are free from many limitations that apply 

to traditional asset management. 

Independence from traditional banks 

means the possibility to implement open 

source technology in the investment 

process, risk management and data 

management.

Low costs

Traditional wealth management 

incur in high infrastructure costs. 

With innovative platforms costs are 

squeezed and margins increased.

Transparency

Transparency is the future of finance and 

wealth management. A light structure that 

uses transparent investment products and 

transparent fees structure is easy to 

monitor and well accepted by clients and 

regulators. Performance of model 

portfolios and track records can be easily 

tested.

Protection

Our platforms use last generation 

security protocols. We are offering 

the maximum data protection 

using cryptography that is never 

matched with real names of 

clients in servers.

Key Features of our technology



OUR SERVICES 

SMART ASSET MANAGEMENT
• Traditional asset management
that uses innovative technological 
platforms
• Enhanced investment processes

BLOCKCHAIN CONSULTANCY
• Provide knowledge about block 

chain technologies and fintech
MINING PROJECT SETUP
• Experts in mining rigs and farm 

planning and construction

ROBO ADVISORY AND ALGORITHM 
INVESTMENT
• Development and screening of robo

advisory technologies applied to 
traditional wealth management 
industry. Development and 
implementation of stable algorithms 
for wealth management using 
modern machine learning and AI 
approaches.
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Target Customers

 Traditional Asset managers

 Wealth managers

 Banks

 Insurance Provider

 Credit Agency

 Family Offices

 Corporate  Financer



Wealth Management
Existing strength in wealth  

management as starting point many 
startups  are already active in  

investment/wealth management, 

Security/ Digital Identity
Potential to leverage existing  

reputation and values of  
Switzerland (security, stability)  A 
startup is already active but small 

number of foundations

Crypto
Small but exclusive Crypto/Bit 

Coin  hub emerging in Zug  
Blockchain startups planning to 

raise significant amount of funds 
large opportunity, high 

uncertainty

Verticals with the most potential in Switzerland

OUR MARKET POTENTIAL



INVESTMENTS IN FINTECH

Most of the fintech Startups are based in London or Switzerland. Every 11th Startup is based in 

Zug, also known as the Crypto Valley

242 Financings
Fintech investment grew from 
230 in ‘15 to 242 financings in 
‘16

215%
Growth of Fintech scene in 
Europe according to PWC

Every 11th
Fintech startup is based in 
Zug, the Crypto valley

15th
Zug’s rank in the largest global 
financial centers

The perceived threat by 

Fintech companies is 

comparatively less dramatic 

in Zug than in other markets. 

The focus here is more on 

wealth management, an area 

that sees disruption today as 

less imminent than retail 

banking or payments.
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITES THREAT

• Offering a technology that will overcome the existing

hassles of the wealth management business

• An indispensable technology partner for end consumers

and asset managers.

• Backed by team with strong experience in investment

banking and finance

• Big asset management firms have shown interest in our

product and are waiting for launch.

• Strong network with the regulatory authorities.

• Require substantial funds for development and launch of

the product

• Need strong credibility for quick penetration in the

market.

• Need constant innovation to remain competitive in the

market. Hence need huge investment in R&D.

• Our technology is under huge demand in the finance

industry.

• Leading players are seeking new technologies to remain

relevant and gain competitive advantages thus providing

opportunity for startups looking to engage the industry.

• Our team with strong networks will be able to tap the

first few customers. Few are already in progressive

discussion.

• The huge finance cluster in Switzerland will push our

product awareness faster among our target audience.

• Clients in the finance industry have maximum perception

of security and protection to their wealth, hence they

engage players with strong credibility.

• The regulators are imposing strict rules and lot of energy

work and effort is spent for due diligence, compliance and

regulators bureaucracy.

• Need strong risk management in place. Any specific risk

has to be codified, especially the risk of having legal

issues with clients or reputational risk due to non-

compliant clients.

• Chances of strong growth in the competition as Fintech

industry is at a very young stage.

SWOT ANALYSIS




